PRIDE HOUSE PROGRAMME
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WWW.PRIDEHOUSEGLASGOW.CO.UK

WELCOME!

LEAP Sports Scotland are proud to be bringing you Pride House Glasgow
to coincide with the 2018 European Championships in Glasgow. We
are delighted to invite the international LGBTIQ+ community, allies and
supporters to engage with this community space, to pop in and grab a
coffee and watch the Championships, and to participate in the wide and
exciting variety of events contained in this programme.
Pride House is a welcoming place to view the sport, to enjoy the event, to learn about
LGBTI sport and homophobia and transphobia in sport, as well as to build relations with
mainstream sport. At our central location on Trongate in Merchant City, Pride House will
offer a programme of inclusive sport, cultural, community, academic and social events.
As well as the range of events listed in here, additional events will appear on our website
as the Championships progress.
LEAP Sports works as part of Pride House International, the guiding body intended to
support and oversee the delivery of Pride Houses by organisations in their local contexts
during large-scale international sporting events A Pride House is intended to promote the
cause of equality in and by sport. From the first Pride House in Whistler, Canada during
the 2010 Winter Olympics through to the most recent on Gold Coast, Australia during
the 2018 Commonwealth Games, Pride Houses have become a familiar and endearing
feature of major events.
We hope that the space will provide an opportunity for new friendships to form, best
practice to be shared and to give the LGBTIQ+ community a visible presence and voice
during this international sporting event. Scotland is internationally renowned and
respected for its hospitality, friendliness and embrace of our international friends.
Come and be our guest.
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EXHIBITIONS
Pride House will host a wide variety of exhibitions and features.
A short summary of the various works on display is contained here but
please check our website for much more detailed information.

RAINBOW INDEX

A special exhibition version of the ILGA-Europe Rainbow Index will visually show
how the European Championships participating countries perform in relation to rights,
equality and legal protections of LGBTI people. This is an important benchmarking in
a context of increasing backlash on human rights across Europe and helps us to see
the rights which have been won which are at stake, as well as showing where we still
have so much work to do.

PRIDE IN FOCUS

Pink Saltire have produced a heritage exhibition showing the most detailed historical
timeline ever compiled which documents Scotland’s LGBT journey over the centuries.
The Heritage Lottery Funded exhibition will spend 2018 touring Pride events around
the country and we are excited to have it in Pride House until the 10th August.

OUT IN THE OLYMPICS

A bespoke floor exhibition will show the names of athletes who have competed in the
Olympics since the early 1900’s who have LGBTQ identities, allowing visitors to walk
through the history of participation. The information forming this exhibition has come
from the work of historian Tony Scupham-Bilton.

GGLC

The original version of the poem which Glasgow’s first poet laureate and the first ever
Scots Makar Edwin Morgan wrote and donated to the Dixon Street LGBT Centre will
be on display in Pride House. The poem was donated for the benefit of Glasgow’s
LGBT community and is currently held in trust at LGBT Youth Scotland. With a current
discussion about the future of a new LGBT centre in Glasgow, we have created some
space next to the poem for you to leave your comments and ideas.

PRIDE HOUSE LEGACY QUILT

Celebrating LGBTI identities across Scotland is part of our rich cultural heritage.
To coincide with the European Year of Cultural Heritage and Scotland’s Year of Young
People, we have asked young people from every local authority in Scotland to contribute
a piece towards our legacy quilt. Our progress so far will be displayed in Pride House.
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ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
HARVEY DIMOND

Working with photography, sculpture and writing, Harvey is
working towards establishing an identity that is defined by
self-love and empowerment, rather than negative experiences
of othering. It is informed by personal experience, but also an
interest in queer activism, Caribbean identities and the histories
of people of colour in Scotland. Spilling over into activism and
programming, is it marked by periods of exhaustion, frustration
and refusal, owing to the constraints and pressures forced on to
queer people of colour working within the creative industries.

LUKE SIMUMBA

Luke Simumba is a visual artist, based in Glasgow, and is
currently studying Painting and Printmaking at the Glasgow
School of Art. Through oil painting, photography and digital image
making; Simumba approaches concepts such as: race, ethnicity,
sexuality, gender, their overlapping intersections and how they
have evolved within societal history up until present day. Working
with both own photographs and found images, Simumba’s
subject matter remains a consistent archive of queer people and
people of colour. His work develops the aesthetic of deliberately
produced glamorisation with the use of an evocative colour
palette and hyper-realisation of subject matter.
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FEATURED ARTIST
TIU MAKKONEN
FAST ENOUGH

A brand new commission for LEAP Sports Scotland, Fast Enough is a series of portraits
raising local LGBTI+ community members engaged in various sports to the forefront.
The freedom of diving into water, of hitting a running trail, of pushing forward shoulder
to shoulder with a teammate - the quickening of breath and the rush of adrenaline,
accomplishment, completion - these things are not defined by sexuality or gender.
These images are of breaking down social and personal barriers, reclaiming and requeering spaces such as pools, gyms and locker rooms, and underlining that even
by stepping out of the front door, we have already won.

LETTERS TO OURSELVES

Letters to Ourselves is an intergenerational conversation centring the stories of LGBTI+
folk in Scotland over the age of 50. From Shetland to the Borders and across the Central
Belt, the photographs give a face and place to the oft ignored older, original members
of our community. The portraits, created either in the participants’ own homes or
immediate local area, ground the work firmly in Scotland. Accompanying the photos
are handwritten letters, which incite a dialogue between the past, present and future,
simultaneously highly personal yet universal; there is still a lot to learn from each other
if we just take the time to listen.
Letters to Ourselves was commissioned by LGBT History Month Scotland, with funding
from Creative Scotland.

ABOUT TIU

Tiu Makkonen (b. 1989) is a queer, immigrant
artist and photographer based in Edinburgh. For
the past five years, her work has concentrated on
documenting the LGBTI+ scene in Scotland, from
fine art portrait projects addressing visibility and
empowerment to shooting underground queer
raves, LGBT festivals and national gender equality
campaigns. The ethos underpinning all of her work
is a desire to bolster the community from within, by
ways of a two-way mirror: to have us be seen, but
also to really see ourselves, full of fierce love and
radical vulnerability.
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SIGN UP!
All of the events in this programme and more can be found on our
website www.pridehouseglasgow.co.uk You will be able to sign up for the
event from the website, and those events which have different sign up
arrangements, are listed next to the event. All events are open for sign-up
from 1st July onwards, and during Pride House opening hours, our Team
will be happy to sign you up and arrange tickets for you directly.

RAINBOW RICKSHAWS

We are excited to have special Pride House Rainbow Rickshaws to transport you to and
from Pride House to Championships venues around Glasgow. Look out for the rainbows
around the streets of Glasgow.

SOCIAL MEDIA

We will be mainly using LEAP Sports social media platforms throughout Pride House
so be sure to use our key hashtags #PrideHouseGlasgow and #DiverseSport to keep in
touch. We have a daily Top Tweet from visitors to Pride House, as well as regular prizes
for the best Pride House Selfies. Follow us for up to date news and additions to the
programme @LEAPsports.

FOOTBALL V HOMOPHOBIA AT GLASGOW GREEN

As part of GO LIVE! At Glasgow Green, we will be running an inflatable Human Table
Football event. Come down and learn more about Football v Homophobia and have a go
- no skills required. In a partnership with Media Co-op, there will be some young people
trained up as mobile journalists based at the space and reporting on the event.

MERCHANDISE

Some limited edition Pride House Merchandise will be available to purchase whilst the
venue is open. From the ‘must-have’ pin badges to our legendary travel mugs.

SCENE RADIO

We are delighted to have the Scene Radio team based in Pride House for the duration
of the Championships. They’ll be on the look-out for comments and interviews, and are
always happy to talk to any budding DJs.
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EVENTS

THE EQUALITY WALK,
OUT ON SUNDAYS

SUNDAY 29TH JULY / 2–4PM / PRIDE HOUSE
The Pride House Equality Walk. Sunday 29th July 2pm Pride House.
Three more sleeps till Pride House opens... ‘OUT on Sundays’, presents
a walking tour of Glasgow’s LGBTI network organisations. Celebrate
the steps our LGBTI community have championed making Glasgow
the gay friendliest of beautiful European cities, the first in the world to
host three Pride Houses and the home of a network that supports this
‘Beautiful Thing’ : Glasgow!
Free, no booking required

OPENING PARTY
AND OPEN STAGE

TUESDAY 31ST JULY / 8–10PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Drop in and have a sneak preview of the Pride House space, take a
look through the programme, and get booked up for the next 2 weeks
of events. We will also have an open stage and encourage you to sing,
dance, speak or take to your soapbox.
Free, no booking required

GYPSY QUEEN PLAY,
ROB WARD & HOPE THEATRE
WEDNESDAY 1ST AUGUST / 2.30–4PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Can two men raised to fight ever learn to love? The story of ‘Gorgeous’
George O’Connell, bare-knuckle fighter and traveller, who enters the
world of professional boxing which puts him on a collision course with
his roots, his identity and his greatest fear. Gypsy Queen was born of
a desire to explore intersections between sport, faith and sexuality.
Gypsy Queen will be followed by a Q & A with the performers and a
short panel discussion on the key themes from the play. Ages 15+.
£3, book online: https://tinyurl.com/yd4j3hfc
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ASHLEY STORRIE ADULTING (PREVIEW)

WEDNESDAY 1ST AUGUST / 6.45–7.45PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Scotland’s favourite funny girl and viral internet sensation Ashley
Storrie returns with a brand-new show about not growing up. With
the world most likely ending quite soon, Ashley believes we should all
have a laugh and be a bit more honest particularly about the myth of
“adulthood”... nobody really grows up, we’re just great at pretending!
‘A total revelation’ (Dawn French). ‘With funny witty one-liners which
are as hilarious as they are true’ (TheWeeReview.com).
Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/yaevqj2d

LARRY DEAN:
WORK IN PROGRESS

WEDNESDAY 1ST AUGUST / 8–9PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Larry Dean: Work in Progress is a preview of the brand-new show from
award-winning comedian and writer Larry Dean. Following hot on the
heels of Larry’s UK wide tour of his Edinburgh Fringe 2017 success,
Fandan, and his Live at the Apollo debut, this is an hour of new material
from an ‘unexpected and excellent’ (The Sunday Times) rising star.
Has the easy charm of an arena comic and the high joke rate too The Guardian
Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/ydapv4bl

DICE ROLL
CAFÉ

THURSDAY 2ND AUGUST / 1-4PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Drop in afternoon of Board Games and socialising. Taking it back
to the good old pre-phone entertainment days. The very popular
Dice Roll Café is a pop-up board games event which has been
established in Glasgow for 3 years and currently runs at the CCA.
Free, no booking required
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RUNNING TOURS:
GLASGOW FRONTRUNNERS

THUR 2ND & 9TH AUG / 6.15PM / MEET AT ARC, CALEDONIAN UNI
SUN 5TH & 12TH AUG / 10.30AM / MEET AT ARC, CALEDONIAN UNI
Glasgow FrontRunners invite you to join us for our specially designed
FREE running tours during the European Championships. Our Thursday
night and Sunday morning runs will be tailored to ensure you get to see
some of the best sights this beautiful city has to offer. All abilities are
catered for, just bring appropriate clothing and let us do the rest.
Free, info at: www.glasgowfrontrunners.org

ALL THE YOUNG NUDES:
LIFE DRAWING AT PRIDE HOUSE
THURSDAY 2ND AUGUST / 8–10PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Drawing from life, especially the human form, is an amazing skill to
work on. It teaches you to focus, concentrate and observe. It helps
clear your brain. All The Young Nudes is life drawing, set to music, for
everyone.
Expect no tuition – All the Young Nudes welcomes people of all ages
and stages. You need no advance experience at all, just a willingness to
give it a go - come along, grab a drink and an easel, and get drawing!
£9, book online: https://tinyurl.com/y8fpj2om

YEAR OF YOUNG PEOPLE 2018
EAT, MEET AND LEARN
FRIDAY 3RD AUGUST / 10AM-12PM / PRIDE HOUSE

An invitation only event as part of the Year of Young People 2018
where Spirit of 2012 Youth Advisory Panel members will have the
opportunity to meet with stakeholders from Scottish sport.
Invitation only
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IBROX WRITERS SPORT
THEMED COFFEE MORNING
FRIDAY 3RD AUGUST / 10.30AM / PRIDE HOUSE

Ibrox Writers have been meeting weekly for thirty three years and this
Friday 3rd August they are putting on a very special event. After the
groups members have entertained you with short stories and poems,
all with a sporting theme, the group want to open the stage for any
other budding writers to share their short pieces and give you the
chance to shine in the spotlight!
Free, no booking required

LGBT HISTORY WALK WITH
RED RIBBON BEAR

FRIDAY 3RD AUGUST / 2PM / MEET AT PRIDE HOUSE
Red Ribbon Bear mixes his interests of local history with the
Glasgow Gay Scene to create his LGBT History Walk. Taking a tour
round Glasgow, talking about venues that are current staples in the
present scene and reminiscing of the venues now long gone.
Free, no booking required

HOW ORGANISATIONS FAIL
THEIR LGBT EMPLOYEES
FRIDAY 3RD AUGUST / 3–5PM / PRIDE HOUSE

3In1 Consulting ask; Do you know what you can do differently with
LGBT employees to make your organisation more successful and
reduce conflict? This seminar will be an interactive session where you
will discover that it is possible to change the way you do things in small
and simple ways. In this session we will explore the challenges, issues
and opportunities faced by both employers and employees in relation to
LGBT in the workplace. We will discuss the challenges of confidentiality
and stigma considering actions to support LGBT employees.
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Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/ydxrnqwq

ADAM KASHMIRY: GROWING UP
TRANSGENDER IN EGYPT
FRIDAY 3RD AUGUST / 6.30–9PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Following a hugely successful run of the play Adam across the UK
including the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, Adam, who portrayed himself
in the play, will be sharing his amazing and harrowing personal story
with us. Adam will be talking about his life growing up as a girl in
Egypt, the gender dysphoria he suffered as a child and the bullying he
encountered whilst living in a country in a culture that doesn’t accept
LGBT people.
Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/ycy448sq

MINI FAMILY
SPORTS DAY

SATURDAY 4TH AUGUST / 10–11AM / MEET AT PRIDE HOUSE
Pride House bring back the good old days of fun school sports days and
invite budding athletes, young and old, to test their skills with events
like egg and spoon races, three legged race or skipping challenges.
Free, no booking required

CHILDREN’S STORYTELLING
SESSION RACHEL PLUMMER
SATURDAY 4TH AUGUST / 11–12.30AM / PRIDE HOUSE

Selkies and kelpies and wulvers - oh my! Poet Rachel Plummer
explores Scottish myths and legends with an LGBT+ twist in this active
and interactive storytelling session for children aged 6 - 12 and their
families. Rachel is a Scottish Book Trust New Writers Award recipient
and won a commission in 2016 to write a collection of children’s
poems re-imagining LGBT versions of traditional Scottish folk stories.
Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/ydyredhu
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PRIDE HOUSE GO
GLASGOW ALPHAS RFC

SAT 4TH AUGUST / 11–11.30AM / MCLENNAN ARCH, GLASGOW GREEN
Gotta catch ‘em all! Do you miss the days of cowering in the shadows
hoping that no one noticed you madly swiping at your phone? Perhaps
you proudly stood in the light of day? Maybe you were too cool for
school and scoffed at the rest of us? No matter how you spent August
2016, we want you on board for this sports take on the Pokémon
Go hit! Race around Glasgow Green and ‘capture’ tokens from a fine
selection of LGBTI sports groups by completing mini-games at each
station. Prize for the winners!
Free, no booking required

RAINBOW FAMILIES:
CRAFTY KIDS

SATURDAY 4TH AUGUST / 12.30–3PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Join Rainbow Families at Pride House for a family-friend fun craft
session. We will be working with a local artist for an afternoon of
creation and imagination. The artist will lead a session helping your
kids create something fun they can take home, all materials will be
supplied. Lights snacks and refreshments will be provided from 12.30.
Join us for a safe and inclusive chance to meet other Rainbow Families
while doing a fun activity.
Free but ticketed, book online: www.tinyurl.com/y9vxdfsj

ACTIVE EAST GAME ON!

SATURDAY 4TH AUGUST / 2–5PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Join Active East and LGBT Youth Scotland as they treat you to an
action-packed afternoon of team building and sports games. Stay the
whole session or drop-in for a shorter spell, it’s really up to you! All
fun will be had indoors, so you don’t need to worry about any sudden
Scottish showers.
Free, no booking required
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YEAR OF YOUNG PEOPLE
RECEPTION

SATURDAY 4TH AUGUST / 5-5.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
A chance to hear from some inspirational LGBTI young people who are
changemakers in the world of sport interspersed with some talented
performers. An opportunity to see the Pride House legacy quilt as we
celebrate Scotland’s Year of Young People.
Free, no booking required

FILM SCREENING OF
...LOVE, SIMON

SATURDAY 4TH AUGUST / 530PM - 730PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Everyone deserves a great love story, but for 17-year-old Simon Spier,
it’s a little more complicated. He hasn’t told his family or friends that
he’s gay, and he doesn’t know the identity of the anonymous classmate
that he’s fallen for online. With popcorn!
Free, no booking required

CYCLING
ROAD RACES

SUNDAY 5TH & 12TH AUGUST / DAYTIME / PRIDE HOUSE
On both Sundays the cycle road races go right past the front door of
Pride House. What better place to come and have a coffee and read
the paper and watch the cyclists?
Free, no booking required
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DRAG
BRUNCH

SUNDAY 5TH AUGUST / 11.30AM / PRIDE HOUSE
Hosted by Mystique la Rose, come and have brunch while being
entertained by the talents of Barbra La Bush, Bearberry, Carrie Ann
Crow and Kiko Queen. Guaranteed to be an unforgettable event!
Free, no booking required

INTERACTIVE POETRY WORKSHOP
WITH COLIN MAGUIRE
SUNDAY 5TH AUGUST / 2–4PM / PRIDE HOUSE

In partnership with Scottish Book Trust, Pride House Glasgow brings
you a spoken word performance by Colin McGuire, followed by an
interactive poetry workshop.
Colin is an experienced, award winning, published author, poet and
performer from Glasgow who will guide your writing through an
exploration of themes such as masculinity, the body and sexuality
within a sport setting.
Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/yd67wsk9

WOMEN IN
SPORT EVENT

SUNDAY 5TH AUGUST / 2.30-4PM / PRIDE HOUSE
On the same day inspirational women whizz past Pride House in the
Cycling Road race, we explore the place of women in sport. Do we
have gender equality in sport yet? Why do some sports progress while
others lag behind? Are women making it through the ranks and into the
boardroom? Are LGBT women visible in the world of sport? How does
Scotland fair in relation to the rest of Europe? Join a great group of
guests for some afternoon discussion.
Free, no booking required
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SHE’S EN SCENE:
APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR
SUNDAY 5TH AUGUST / 4–6.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE

She’s En Scene present a special screening and discussion of Desiree
Akhavan’s Appropriate Behaviour. For Shirin, being part of a perfect
Persian family isn’t easy. Acceptance eludes her from all sides: her
family doesn’t know she’s bisexual, and her ex-girlfriend, Maxine, can’t
understand why she doesn’t tell them. Even the six-year-old boys in her
moviemaking class are too ADD to focus on her for more than a second.
This event is for women and non-binary people only.
Free, no booking required

NAKED BOYS READING:
GLASGOW

SUNDAY 5 AUGUST / 7:30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Naked Boys Reading makes it Scottish debut in Glasgow this August!
Naked Boys Reading (NBR) is an international literary salon featuring
in-the-buff readings by local beefcakes, bears, twinks, otters, butch
femmes, sissy sluts, boys-next-door with an exhibitionist streak and
lovers of naturism with a well-endowed library. Each event is curated
along a theme with readings presented over the evening for your aural
delight. #nakedboysreading
Pay what you can on the door, suggested donation of £6.
Book online: https://tinyurl.com/ybwxre5q

HOW QUEER
IS RELIGION?

MONDAY 6TH AUGUST / 3–4PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Can you be an LGBTIQ person of faith?
Are the two things mutually exclusive or is there an intersectional
space where they can co-exist? Come and hear from a range of
panellists examining this issue. This event will consider different
faiths across europe and examine the key issues and challenges
whilst exploring some of the myths connected to sexual orientation,
gender identity and faith.
Free, no booking required
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EVENTS DIARY
29

The Equality Walk by OUT on Sundays / 2–4pm / Meet at Pride House

TUESDAY

Opening party and open stage / 8pm–10pm / Pride House

SUNDAY

31

WEDNESDAY

1

THURSDAY

2

Dice Roll Café / 1-4pm / Pride House
Running Tours with Glasgow Frontrunners / 6.15pm / The ARC, Caledonian Uni
All the Young Nudes: Life Drawing / 8–10pm / Pride House / £9

FRIDAY

3

Year of Young People 2018: Eat, Meet and Learn / 10am–12pm / Invitation only
Ibrox Writers Sport Themed Coffee Morning / 10.30am / Pride House
LGBT History Walk by Red Ribbon Bear / 2pm / Meet at Pride House
How Organisations Fail Their LGBT Employees, 3In Consulting / 3– 5pm / Pride House
Adam Kashmiry: Growing Up Transgender in Egypt / 6.30–9pm / Pride House

SATURDAY

Mini Family Sports Day / 10–11am / Meet at Pride House, short walk to park
Children’s storytelling session Rachel Plummer / 11–12.30am / Pride House
Pride House GO, Glasgow Alphas RFC / 11–11.30am / McLennan Arch, Glasgow Green
Rainbow Families: Crafty Kids / 12.30–3.00pm / Pride House
Active East - Game on! / 2–5pm / Pride House
Year of Young People reception / 5-5.30pm / Pride House
Love, Simon film screening by LEAP & LGBT Youth / 5.30–7.30pm / Pride House

4

SUNDAY

5
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Gypsy Queen, Rob Ward & Hope Theatre Company / 2.30–4pm / Pride House / £3
Ashley Storrie - Adulting (preview) / 6.45–7.45pm / Pride House
Larry Dean: Work in Progress / 8–9pm / Pride House

Cycling Road Races / Daytime / Pride House
Running Tours with Glasgow Frontrunners / 10.30am / The ARC, Caledonian Uni
Drag Brunch / 11.30am / Pride House
Interactive poetry workshop, Colin Maguire / 2–4pm / Pride House
Women in Sport event / 2.30–4.00pm / Pride House
She’s En Scene: Appropriate Behaviour / 4–6.30pm / Pride House
Naked Boys Reading / 7:30pm / Pride House / £donation

MONDAY

How Queer is Religion? / 3–4pm / Pride House
Ballet workshop for beginners / 4.30-6pm / Pride House
F, M or Other: Quarrels with the Gender Binary / 6–7.30pm / Pride House
Shorts: From Glasgow to Berlin / 8–9.30pm / Pride House

TUESDAY

Experiences of ethnic minorities & cultural communities / 12–1pm / Pride House
Glasgow by Bike / 2pm – 4pm / Meet at Pride House
Zine Making Workshop by Edinburgh Zine Library / 5–7pm / Pride House
Miss B presents… Call Me By Your Name / 7.30–10.30pm / Pride House
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WEDNESDAY

8

THURSDAY

9

FRIDAY

10

SATURDAY

11

SUNDAY

12

Sitting Volleyball Session / 11.45am–12.45pm / Pride House
Mental health and wellbeing for LGBTIQ+ people / 1.30–3pm / Pride House
Trans Participation in Sport: Community Discussion / 3.30-5pm / Pride House
Pride Saltire East Lothian Reception / 5pm / Pride House
The Night Tender: Kirsty Logan in the Necropolis / 6–7.30pm / Meet at Pride House
Scott Agnew With Leah Francisco / 8–9.30pm / Pride House
Express Yoga / 12.15–1pm & 1.15–2pm / Pride House
IAAF, Intersex & Hyperandrogenism: Roundtable Discussion / 2.30–4pm / Pride House
Running Tours with Glasgow Frontrunners / 6.15pm / The ARC, Caledonian Uni
Jumpers for Goalposts by Tom Wells / 7.30–9.30pm / Pride House / £donation
Glasgow Past Tales Walk by Red Ribbon Bear / 10.30am / Meet at Pride House
Treasure Hunt / 1pm / Meet at Pride House
LGBTI Sport in Scotland seminar / 12.30–2pm / Pride House
Upcycled Oriental Tote Bags by Ricefield Arts / 1.30–3.30pm / Pride House
The last Pride House? by FARE Network & Pride Sports / 3–4.30pm / Pride House
Upcycled Chinese Inspired Headdresses by Ricefield Arts / 4–6pm / Pride House
Pop up Swap Shop by Ricefield Arts / 4–6.30pm / Pride House
NO SHADE Mini-ball / 7–10pm / Pride House / £donation
Waacking Workshop, Shahin Damka & Pepper Bakewell / 10–12 / Pride House / £donation
Hillwalk for beginners, Come do Tinto / 11am / Pride House
Beginners Vogue Workshop with Shahin Damka / 1–3pm / Pride House / £donation
Coming In by OurStory Scotland / 2–4pm / Pride House
NOISE Opera: Love Speaks by Kevan O’Reilly and Jenny Knotts / 4–5pm / Pride House
120 BPM / 5–7.30pm / Pride House
The Great Pride House Quiz night by Sir James pub quiz / 8pm / Pride House

Cycling Road Races / Daytime / Pride House
Running Tours with Glasgow Frontrunners / 10.30am / The ARC, Caledonian Uni
Drag Queen Storytelling with Fawna and Havana / 11–12, 1–2pm / Pride House
Sonnet Youth / 7–10pm / Pride House
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BALLET WORKSHOP
FOR BEGINNERS

MON 6TH AUGUST / 430-6PM / PRIDE HOUSE
The class will be taken by Preston Clare (ex-Scottish ballet dancer).
This workshop will be focused on identity and gender equality where
men and women get to play a mix of different roles. The first half of the
workshop will be a warm up/ barre class, follow by floor work before
learning choreography for Romeo & Juliet’s iconic ball dance “Dance
of the Knights”. Just bring comfortable clothes and ballet shoes
everything else will be provided for you to be part of this amazing
show stopper.
Free, booking required: https://tinyurl.com/ybjlev2h

F, M OR OTHER: QUARRELS
WITH THE GENDER BINARY
MONDAY 6TH AUGUST / 6–7.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE

From fierce feminism to modern masculinity, nuanced experiences of
nonbinary identities, perspectives on passing, speculative futures and
supernatural beings, childhood, femme fatales, brazen boyishness and
the like – F, M or Other is Knight Errant Press’ first curated collection;
fresh, punchy and pertinent. Discover a pantheon of genders and
explore what gender means for our understanding of ourselves,
with readings and discussion from Gray Crosbie, Miceala Shocklee,
Eleanor Capaldi, Sarah Spence and Freddie Alexander.
Free, no booking required

SHORTS:
FROM GLASGOW TO BERLIN
MONDAY 6TH AUGUST / 8–9.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Celebrating the European Championships’ host cities of Glasgow
and Berlin, a selection of short films from queer Scottish and
German filmmakers.
Free, no booking required
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DIVERSE EXPERIENCES OF ETHNIC
MINORITIES & CULTURAL COMMUNITIES
TUESDAY 7TH AUGUST / 12PM–1PM / PRIDE HOUSE

The experiences and struggles of LGBTQIA+ people from ethnic
minorities and cultural communities are often forgotten – especially
when people fail to recognise what life is like at the intersection of
those identities. How widespread is the experience of racism within
LGBTQIA+ communities? Come and join this discussion to hear about
the experiences of some people from ethnic minorities and cultural
communities with diverse sexual orientations and gender identities.
Free, no booking required

GLASGOW
BY BIKE

TUESDAY 7TH AUGUST / 2PM – 4PM / MEET AT PRIDE HOUSE
Want to get around and see some of the highlights of Glasgow? Cycling
UK will be taking us on a tour of Glasgow designed to be for those who
are first timers or who don’t have lots of cycling experience. Bring your
bike or hire one for the event, our team at Pride House can help you
with that.
Free, no booking required

ZINE MAKING WORKSHOP
WITH EDINBURGH ZINE LIBRARY
TUESDAY 7TH AUGUST / 5–7PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Join the Edinburgh Zine Library to create zines, share your experiences
of sport and explore LGBTI and human rights issues in sport. Whether
you’re making a fanzine about your favourite players, want to shout out
about the sport you love or want to explore your own experiences, this
is an opportunity to find out how zines are made to do all these things,
and more, in a supportive and creative environment.
Free, no booking required
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MISS B PRESENTS…
CALL ME BY YOUR NAME

TUESDAY 7TH AUGUST / 7.30–10.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Writer and Call Me By Your Name superfan Claire Biddles presents an
extra special screening of the Oscar-nominated film. Luca Guadagnino’s
Call Me By Your Name is a sensual and transcendent tale of first
love starring Timothée Chalamet and Armie Hammer, based on the
acclaimed novel by André Aciman.
Claire Biddles writes about pop music, film and fandom with a focus on
feminist/queer readings, the politics of desire, and experiential writing.
Free, no booking required

SITTING
VOLLEYBALL SESSION

WEDNESDAY 8TH AUGUST / 11.45AM–12.45PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Try out one of the Paralympics most popular sports in this Volleyball
Scotland session open to all. The beauty of grassroots sitting volleyball
is that it’s fully integrated, meaning that people with and without
physical impairments can compete alongside one another on an equal
court. Anyone can play, regardless of age, ability, or gender- so there’s
no excuse for not trying it out!
Free, no booking required

MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING
FOR LGBTIQ+ PEOPLE
WEDNESDAY 8TH AUGUST / 1.30–3PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Join guests to explore the relationship between LGBTIQ+ people
and mental health. What do we know, what needs to change and
what’s happening out there right now?
Free, no booking required
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TRANS PARTICIPATION IN SPORT:
COMMUNITY DISCUSSION
WEDNESDAY 8TH AUGUST / 3.30-5PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Join LEAP and guests for this community discussion into trans
participation in sport. What’s stopping trans including non-binary
participation in sport? What can be done to remove the barriers?
How do we create sustainable sports spaces for trans people?
How can we improve inclusion at a competitive level? Hear from
community members and have your say.
Free, no booking required

PRIDE SALTIRE
EAST LOTHIAN RECEPTION
WEDNESDAY 8TH AUGUST / 5PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Come along and join Pride Saltire for the announcement of the date
of Scotland’s newest Pride event, meet their Community Engagement
team and hear about what’s going on in the East of Scotland.
Free, no booking required

THE NIGHT TENDER: KIRSTY
LOGAN IN THE NECROPOLIS

WEDNESDAY 8TH AUGUST / 6–7.30PM / MEET AT PRIDE HOUSE
Join award-winning author Kirsty Logan for a short ramble through
Glasgow’s atmospheric city of the dead as she shares some of the
strange stories from her forthcoming horror collection, The Night
Tender. Kirsty will lead participants through a series of story games
and experiments to help them write their own horror tales inspired
by the spooky surroundings. Spaces on this session are limited.
Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/ybjz9qs4
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SCOTT AGNEW WITH
LEAH FRANCISCO

THURSDAY 8TH AUGUST / 8–9.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
On a rare year off from the fringe, Icon Entertainer of The Year 2017
Scott Agnew brings you a hybrid of his best bits from his critically
acclaimed last two shows - “I’ve Snapped My Banjo String Let’s Just
Talk” (Best Show Scottish Comedy Awards 2017) and last August
smash hit “Spunk On Our Lady’s Face”.“A comedic thrill ride” The
Scotsman Scott is joined by Leah Francisco, stand-up and star of
the documentary Silent Laughs. This event is BSL interpreted.
Free but ticketed, book online: https://tinyurl.com/y72d29lt

EXPRESS
YOGA

THURSDAY 9TH AUGUST / 12.15-1PM & 1.15-2PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Working right through the European Champs? Do not fear! You can
pop in on your lunch break for one of our two express yoga workouts.
Join Miki Dale for Vinyasa Flow classes that cultivate flexibility through
strength and harness the breath to enable stability. The sessions are
for beginners and regulars alike and will explore; increasing range
of movement, improving flexibility, creating balance & stability,
developing core strength, and cultivating mindfulness.
Free, no booking required

IAAF, INTERSEX &
HYPERANDROGENISM

THURSDAY 9TH AUGUST / 2.30-4PM / PRIDE HOUSE
In wake of the announcement of new IAAF eligibility regulations
for female classification, we take a look at the journey which brought
us here and what it means for intersex and hyperandrogenism.
What are the implications for gender testing and testosterone based
eligibility criteria? What is to be said for the integrity of women’s sport?
Are these rules sexist? Does race play a role? Join us to explore these
questions and more.
Free, no booking required
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JUMPERS FOR
GOALPOSTS BY TOM WELLS

THURSDAY 9TH AUGUST / 7.30–9.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Originally presented as part of LGBT History Month Scotland, Saltire
Sky Theatre Company’s production of Jumpers for Goalposts follows
Geoff, Danny, Viv, Joe and Luke who play in the Leith Gay and Lesbian
five-a-side football tournament. Fitness, friendships and fabulous
Moroccan cuisine are put to the test in Tom Wells’ heartwarming and
hilarious look into gay culture and what it means to truly be accepted –
no matter your story.
Pay what you can on the door, suggested donation of £6.
Book: https://tinyurl.com/yamgun59

GLASGOW PAST TALES WALK
WITH RED RIBBON BEAR
FRIDAY 10TH AUGUST / 10.30AM / PRIDE HOUSE

Red Ribbon Bear takes you on a walk round Glasgow while telling
tales of the past woven into some of the sights seen on the way.
Free, no booking required

TREASURE
HUNT

FRI 10TH AUGUST / 1PM / PRIDE HOUSE
All you need is a mobile phone, ability to text and a desire to take
selfies! Follow the clues taking you round well known landmarks in
Glasgow. Once you have located the correct landmark, send a selfie
to receive the next clue! SIMPLES! Those completing the hunt in the
quickest time shall receive a prize!
Free, no booking required
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UPCYCLED ORIENTAL TOTE BAGS
WITH RICEFIELD ARTS
FRIDAY 10TH AUGUST / 1.30–3.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Got an old tshirt you no longer wear? Join Ricefield Arts and Cultural
Centre to learn how to create a useful tote bag from your beloved
garment! We’ll be on hand to help create and customise the bag with
an oriental inspired style. Don’t worry if you don’t have a tshirt we’ll
have some spare for you to use.
Free, no booking required

LGBTI SPORT
IN SCOTLAND SEMINAR

FRIDAY 10TH AUGUST / 12.30-2PM / PRIDE HOUSE
It’s been 6 years since the Out for Sport report was published,
4 years since the National LGBTI Sports Coordinating Group started,
and 3 years since the LGBT Sports Charter was launched. How have
things changed?
Free, no booking required

THE LAST
PRIDE HOUSE?

FRIDAY 10TH AUGUST / 3-4.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Join our panel discussion as they debate whether we need Pride
Houses any more. Hear from FARE Network who delivered Diversity
House during the recent FIFA World Cup and from Pride Sports who
were involved in the first UK Pride House in London.
Free, no booking required
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UPCYCLED CHINESE INSPIRED
HEADDRESSES WITH RICEFIELD
FRIDAY 10TH AUGUST / 4-6PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Everyone likes a nice headdress right? Join Ricefield Arts and Cultural
Centre to learn how to make a fabulous chinese inspired headdress from
various items and reclaimed materials. If you have any specific items or
materials that you’d like to include bring them with you on the day!
Free, no booking required

POP-UP SWAP SHOP
WITH RICEFIELD ARTS

FRIDAY 10TH AUGUST / 4–6.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Have some things you no longer wear? How would you like to swap
your unwanted (in good condition) items for some other garments?
Join us to exchange your ‘not worn anymore’ items for some other
items you’ll definitely wear!
Free, no booking required

NO SHADE
MINI-BALL

FRIDAY 10TH AUGUST / 7–10PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Northern City Waackers are delighted, excited and feeling united to
bring you the next event in their mini ball calendar - this time with a
sports theme! With judges from the international waacking and vogue
scene, categories will include Drag Face, Best Dressed, Vogue OTA,
Waacking, Sex Siren and Runway. Whether you’re coming to watch
or walk the ball, help us celebrate the right to be whoever you want
to be in whatever walk of life you want to pursue!
Pay what you can on the door (suggested price £5).
Book: https://tinyurl.com/y72ekbn6
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WAACKING WORKSHOP, SHAHIN
DAMKA & PEPPER BAKEWELL
SATURDAY 11TH AUGUST / 10AM–12NOON / PRIDE HOUSE

Get ready for the weekend with some active and interactive
workshops. Learn about the history of waacking and voguing culture
and some foundation moves that will help you storm the club! Open
to people of all ages, stages and abilities - no experience necessary.
Pay what you can on the door (suggested price £5).
Places limited, book: https://tinyurl.com/ybnx5soo

BEGINNERS VOGUE WORKSHOP
WITH SHAHIN DAMKA
SATURDAY 11TH AUGUST / 1–3PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Get ready for the weekend with some active and interactive
workshops. Learn about the history of waacking and voguing culture
and some foundation moves that will help you storm the club! Open
to people of all ages, stages and abilities - no experience necessary.
Pay what you can on the door (suggested price £5).
Places limited, book: https://tinyurl.com/ybnx5soo

HILLWALK FOR BEGINNERS
COME DO TINTO

SATURDAY 11TH AUGUST / 11AM / MEET AT PRIDE HOUSE
Fancy escaping Pride House and the city for the day? Fancy hill
walking but not sure if you’d manage? Tinto is a fabulous accessible
hillwalk a short trip south of Glasgow. Whether you’re a local looking
to escape or a tourist wanting to do something different, Tinto is the
perfect remedy.
Free, booking required: https://tinyurl.com/ya29gua6
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COMING IN
OURSTORY SCOTLAND

SATURDAY 11TH AUGUST / 2–4PM / PRIDE HOUSE
OurStory Scotland collect, archive and present the life stories
and experiences of the LGBT community in Scotland. Come along,
hear about their work, and share your story of coming in.
Free, no booking required

NOISE OPERA: LOVE SPEAKS BY
KEVAN O’REILLY & JENNY KNOTTS
SATURDAY 11TH AUGUST / 4–5PM / PRIDE HOUSE

NOISE is an exciting new opera company based in Glasgow and led
by director James Robert Carson. It was founded in 2011 with the
intention of broadening the audience for contemporary opera in
Scotland. Love Speaks is a brand new commission for Festival 2018
celebrating Scotland’s powerful and progressive decision to make
PrEP available on the Scottish NHS. Followed by a panel discussion
with the creative team.
Free, no booking required

120 BPM

SATURDAY 11TH AUGUST / 5–7.30PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Pulsating with life and pounding with urgency, this rousing, heartbreaking celebration of political activism is nothing short of a modern
queer classic. Drawing directly on personal experience, Robin
Campillo’s extraordinary account of AIDS activist group ACT UP-Paris
in the 1990s begins in the thick of it – at a group meeting. But far more
than a cerebral account of political action, this is a deeply emotional
and bracingly sensual film, which ignites the heart and body just as
much as it incites the mind.
Free, no booking required
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THE GREAT PRIDE
HOUSE QUIZ NIGHT

SATURDAY 11TH AUGUST / 8PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Get a team together, or turn up and we’ll find you a team. Including
all your favourite trivia topics with pictures, music and glorious touch
screen technology. The legendary Sir James personally guarantees
there will be no google cheating and lots of laughs. Played on the
Speedquizzing App on a touchscreen device, this will be like no other
trivia event you have ever enjoyed!
Free, no booking required

DRAG QUEEN STORYTELLING
WITH FAWNA AND HAVANA

SUNDAY 12TH AUGUST / 11-12NOON & 1-2PM / PRIDE HOUSE
Come along to Fawna’s special story time where children can learn
about diversity in a fun, inclusive environment from a fabulous role
model and real-life princess! Dress-up is welcome - and encouraged!
Original concept created by Michelle Tea, RADAR Productions and
Drag Queen Story Hour.
Attendants are invited to donate to Mermaids UK supporting
transgender and gender nonconforming children and their families.
Free, no booking required

SONNET YOUTH
AT PRIDE HOUSE GLASGOW
SUNDAY 12TH AUGUST / 7–10PM / PRIDE HOUSE

Sonnet Youth is a spoken word house party. A literary rave. A poetic
piss up - bringing together poets, authors, rappers, comedians and
musicians for a night of no holds barred performances.
Curated and hosted by Kevin P. Gilday and Cat Hepburn, Sonnet Youth
reinvents live literature for a new generation.
Free, book online: https://tinyurl.com/yaefjyrt
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PARTNERS

Pride House takes the collective effort of many partners and this is only a selection of partners.
Please see our website for a full list of partners.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This project is made possible by direct funding from the Equality Unit and
the Tourism and Major Events division at Scottish Government. The venue
space was provided in-kind and with a newly installed accessible toilet
by Glasgow City Council and City Property. There are many organisations
and supporters to thank who have contributed towards getting the venue
ready and making the programme possible. Many of these are mentioned
in here, but as many are still developing at the time of writing then the full
list of contributors can be seen on our website.

ACCESSIBILITY

We would like to thank Glasgow Disability Alliance and their team of activists who visited
the shortlisted venues to conduct accessibility audits and ultimately helped us to decide
which venue to choose. As a result of implementing their recommendations, the venue
is accessible for people with disabilities and wheelchair users. There is also a downstairs
space in the venue which is not so accessible. Our approach is to limit the number of
events that take place downstairs, but there will be a few events down there due to the
number of events and partners competing for space. We will remain flexible to move
events around as necessary to ensure accessibility.
Most events on the programme are free and the few events which have a cost attached have
a flexible pay-what-you-can policy to allow those to attend who could not otherwise attend.
Please email us or ask to speak to someone at Pride House if you want to discuss this.
Anything we screen will be screened with English subtitles. The live sport which is
streamed will only be as good as the subtitle package on the system we have and
there may therefore be a few anomalies in this. We have a comedy event (8th August)
which will be BSL interpreted. We are still making attempts to have further events BSL
signed and will keep the website, Eventbrite and Facebook events up to date with this
information. We have limited resource for BSL interpretation so please get in touch in
advance to let us know if there are particular events which you would like to attend to
allow us to target this resource in the most effective way.
Pride House is child-friendly and as well as specific events, there will be books and
toys available to keep children entertained. If these happen to be tidied away during
your visit as there have been certain events taking place, please just ask us for them.
Guide dogs and well behaved other dogs are welcome at Pride House, and there will
be designated pet areas. Please just ask staff for water bowls.

JOIN US

Pride House is not possible without the hard work of our dedicated team of volunteers.
If you’ve been inspired by their efforts, then please consider becoming a LEAP Sports
volunteers and helping out with our year-round programme of work.
Check out www.leapsports.org/support-us/volunteer for more information.
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Pride Youth Games 2018
Friday 17 August
to Sunday 19 August
A weekend of sport and
activity for LGBTQI+
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A Twmpath (Welsh Barn Dance)
on Saturday Evening (or
alternative activities)
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Beach rugby, beach football,
kayaking, mountain biking,
coasteering, surfing, stand up
paddle boarding, orienteering,
beach circuits, golf, cricket, yoga
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Fully catered and accommodated
At the beautiful National Trust
Stackpole Activity Centre in
Pembrokeshire
All activities provided by qualified
staff, whilst youth workers support
their young people throughout the
weekend & are welcome to take part in
activities too. Some accommodation in
dormitories, some in bell tents

BOOK NOW: https://tinyurl.com/y8l45kvq

PRIDE HOUSE

17 TRONGATE, GLASGOW G1 5EZ
WWW.PRIDEHOUSEGLAGOW.CO.UK

